WORKING WITH MEMBER STATES TO DELIVER THE NON-COMMUNICABLE DISEASE-RELATED SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL TARGETS DURING AND BEYOND COVID-19

24 SEPTEMBER 2020
10AM (EST)
REGISTER HERE

This UNGA side-event will review the current work of the Task Force and agree on the ways to provide more effective UN system support to enable countries scale up their responses to NCDs during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic.

OBJECTIVES

- To continue the journey of the ‘Friends of the Task Force’
- To highlight evidence on how COVID-19 and NCDs interact
- To present new Task Force led partnerships and initiatives
- To present the UN Multi-partner Trust Fund on NCDs and mental health
- To announce winners of the 2020 Task Force Awards

FOLLOW OUR LIVE WEB BROADCAST HERE

SHARE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
#FOTF       #FOTF2020

Event organizers: Russian Federation and the World Health Organization